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Resolution: 2.3

Committee: General Assembly Plenary
Subject: Addressing Systemic Discrimination and Inequity Towards Indigenous Societies

The General Assembly,

Recognizing the rights of indigenous populations,

Concerned by the decline of indigenous populations, resulting in the lack of preservation
of culture and customs of indigenous peoples around the world,

Greatly concerned by the difficulties faced by indigenous refugees in their moving from
places of conflict to Member States willing to facilitate them,

Understanding that representation is paramount for members of minority groups,
including indigenous groups, who have traditionally been marginalized as separate
groups with their own national identities,

Recognizing the significance of facilitating and sponsoring refugees, as well as the impact
it holds on Member States,

1. Emphasizing human rights to indigenous populations by:
a. Recognizing groups on a national level; and,
b. Encouraging Member States to allow fair and equal representation of

indigenous groups in government decisions that regard them,

2. Calls for the preservation of indigenous cultural customs via:
a. Requesting host States provide translating and linguistic sources for

displaced indigenous peoples such as, but not limited to signs or general
government resources providing translations with the Indigenous language
to minority indigenous groups; and,

b. Recognizing minority indigenous languages;

3. Advises that the office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) assist in the safe passage of indigenous refugees by:

a. Working with Member States to address any concerns over the movement
of Indigenous refugees;

b. Recommending safe designated routes of passage for Indigenous refugees;

4. Suggests Member States provide a series of councils connected to indigenous
communities to:



a. Serve as the official governing body of these communities to respect their
indigenous laws, as well as the laws of the Member State;

b. Provide more support to platforms designed for these communities to air
grievances and have their voice heard; and,

c. Encourage cooperation between local governments and their respective
indigenous communities;

5. Calls for an incentivization program for Member States to take in indigenous
refugees via:

a. Requesting the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) to
consider incentivizing developed Member States to take in
additional refugees through policy measures including, but not
limited to:
i. Policy-based loans that provide the necessary capital for

implementation,
ii. Offering funding for infrastructure grants and subsidies for

refugee support; and,
iii. Providing the services of experts who can effectively

coordinate refugee responses;
b. Request that the International Monetary Fund provide monetary

incentives for Member States to allow Indigenous refugees to live
within their borders,

c. Understanding that the balanced distribution of refugees will allow
Least Developed Countries (LDCs) to more efficiently develop;
i. Expressing that economic development of LDCs will

further assist indigenous populations in maintaining food
security, housing, and adequate health.

ii. Encourages proper distribution of refugees to facilitating
member states so as not to overburden that member state.
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